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ABSTRACT:  This study aimed to propose and explain the “Noah’s Ark effect,” a concept in which massive disaster scenarios 

brought radicalized effects to disaster preparedness and caused hesitation within communities, as opposed to the cry-wolf effect. This 

research featured the town of Kuroshio in Kochi Prefecture, Japan, where the largest tsunami is expected to hit based on the New 

Estimation submitted by the Cabinet Office in March 2012, and quantitatively analyzed Japanese newspaper articles on “disaste r 

prevention” by text mining and a comparison between the tsunami disaster caused by the 2011 earthquake off the Pacific coast of 

Tohoku and the expected tsunami devastation in other areas. The two studies demonstrated that the Noah’s Ark effect has three features: 

(1)  events, not process: focusing on preventing a disaster or a hazard itself (disaster as an event) rather than preparing for issues brought 

about by a disaster (disaster as a process) both diachronically and synchronically; (2) shift, not turn: understanding changes as “shifts” 

rather than “turns”; (3) voluntary, not dependent: being typically characterized by abandonment, hazards, and measures requiring 

individual efforts and change; and (4) stereotyped, not complex: promoting stereotypes and simplifying less relevant issues. The study 

proposes the need to consider not only the cry-wolf effect, in which disaster estimations and forecasts regulate disaster prevention 

measures, but also the Noah’s Ark effect, in which massive disaster estimations urge people to radically accelerate and/or regulate 

specific disaster prevention programs. 
Keywords: Noah’s Ark Effect, Disaster Preparedness, Text Mining, Japan, Tsunami  

 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Unlike estimation failure, estimation overstatement has led to the emergence of new problems, which the present study calls the 

“Noah’s Ark” effect. In the aftermath of the 2011 earthquake off the Pacific coast of Tohoku (henceforth the 2011 Tohoku earthquake), 

the Committee for Modeling the Nankai Trough Megaquake (Nankai Trough Kyodai Jishin Model Kentoukai) announced the so-

called New Estimation (Shin-Soutei) in the Cabinet Office in 2012 (see also Goda et al., 2021). The New Estimation seeks to calculate 

the most devastating scenario that Japan will experience to avoid underestimating the ensuing damages, and it aims to provide rich 

information to prepare tsunami estimation communities for such an event. 

A set of tsunami risks has compelled the establishment of preparedness activities for residents and scientists (e.g., Sento, 2019; 

Takabatake et al., 2020). Ironically, however, at least one tsunami estimation community—Kuroshio town in Kochi Prefecture—has 

developed ambivalent feelings toward disaster preparedness and awareness as well as despair as a result of the New Estimation (Matsuda, 

2013; Onishi, 2018; Sun et al., 2017). The 2011 Tohoku earthquake not only physically changed the sea design codes to mitigate the 

effects of tsunamis in Japan (Raby et al., 2015) and scientifically promoted simulation studies (Baba et al., 2019; Mulia et al., 2017; 

Woessner & Jalali, 2020), but, with the announcement of the New Estimation, it also changed the social mood or atmosphere of disaster 

preparedness. 

1.1 Research objects and questions  
The present study aims to focus on how disaster preparedness issues changed before and after the New Estimation, considering 

behavioral change dynamics from learners’ (residents’) sociopsychological perspective. The present study will investigate the following 

two research questions (RQ): 

RQ1: What topics are more likely to emerge after the New Estimation? 

RQ2: What topics were increasingly and decreasingly discussed after the New Estimation compared to affected areas after the 

actual tsunami? 

 
2. METHODS and DATASET 

2.1 Methodology 
Newspaper articles are considered materials for text mining as a new–old tool (e.g., Ewart & Mclean, 2015; Tekeli-Yesil et al., 

2019) and have the advantages of enabling disaster data analysis especially in longitudinal studies and promoting good accessibility as 

opposed to official publications, interviews, and expert knowledge surveys (Noguchi et al., 2021). Newspapers are criticized for largely 

reporting a disaster’s impact and response and recovery activities and for its limited ability to promote communication of risk awareness 

(Tekeli-Yesil et al., 2019; Uchida et al., 2015). However, this study considers fact reporting as an advantage because its analysis is for 

the long term (around 20 years) and focuses on data. Therefore, the present study adopted newspaper articles as research objects. 

This study focuses on Kuroshio, a coastal town west of Kochi Prefecture, Japan, and facing the Pacific Ocean and the Nankai 

Trough, which has the potential risk of a mega-tsunami. Kuroshio town consists of approximately 11,000 population with 44% of 65 

years old or more than. As explained above, the New Estimation highlighted Kuroshio town as being hit by a 34.4-meter tsunami, the 

highest in Japan. The tsunami height, proposed in the New Estimation, had a major impact on the town (Onishi, 2018) and its residents 

(Sun et al., 2017), as evidenced by the relocation of the town office, fire department, and social (public) housing to higher ground and 

the construction of six tsunami evacuation towers, one of which being 22 meters high. 

To control for the effect in Kuroshio, this study compared three different areas, choosing a estimation scale from large to moderate 

and examining the tsunami experience in terms of being physically affected or virtually predicted. Two tsunami-affected areas, Noda 

and Otsuchi in Iwate Prefecture, were struck by the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and tsunami, and one tsunami estimation area, Muroto in 

Kochi Prefecture, is set to be hit by the Nankai Trough earthquake and tsunami. Such selections considered similarities in population 



 

 

density (approximately 50/km2) as well as rurality, especially considering distance to urban or city (1–1.5 hours to the prefecture capital 

with no direct connection to metropolitan areas) and industrial areas (firm and fishery). To compare using the estimation scale, this study 

considered the geographical features of coastal areas within the same prefecture and the scale of estimations and damages. Especially in 

the tsunami-affected areas, differences between the actual tsunami inundation areas and those estimated by the latest hazard map before 

the 2011 Tohoku earthquake hit were examined. The inundation areas in Otsuchi were far larger than the hazard map expected, while 

those in Noda almost covered the actual inundation areas. 

2.2 Material and analytical methods 
The study adopted text mining to analyze Japanese national newspaper articles related to “disaster preparedness/prevention” 

(Bosai) in the disaster estimation and affected areas. The text of newspaper articles was analyzed using KH Coder 3, a text mining 

software specialized for the Japanese language (Higuchi, 2016) and often used in the disaster context (e.g., Sasaki et al., 2020; Yamada, 

2020). 

The two-step approach, which proposed by the developer of the KH Coder (Higuchi, 2016), was conducted. The approach aims to 

combine the two traditional but historically separated approaches of contents analysis, dictionary-based approach and correlational 

approach. The first step intends to extract the meaningful words statistically and understand the whole structure of the data in order to 

avoid analysists’ biases and subjectivities, and then the second step focus to construct the specific coding rules referring to the extracted 

data of the step 1 with the line of the dictionary-based approach. The approach takes advantages of performing the objective 

interpretation as possible as based on the statistical results.  

The target articles were from the Yomiuri Shimbun, the Asahi Shimbun, and the Mainichi Shimbun, which are the three largest 

newspapers in Japan, and which used the phrase “disaster preparedness/prevention” (Bosai) and mentioned the location name, such as 

“Noda village,” “Otsuchi town,” “Muroto City,” or “Kuroshio town,” either in their headlines or texts (table 1). The base dates were set 

at the disaster date (March 11, 2011) for Noda and Otsuchi and the New Estimation announcement date (March 31, 2012) for Muroto 

and Kuroshio. To make a comparison before and after the event, the study selected articles from 10 years before the base date to August 

31, 2020, as the research dataset. As for Kuroshio, since it was formed by the merger of Ogata and Saga in 2006, articles referring to 

the two towns were adopted as part of those before the merger. 

According to the two-step approach, the present study was conducted by the following preprocesses and two research. In the step 

1, the coding list was constructed mainly referring to the 50 most frequently occurring words. The list consisted of 13 categories (Disaster, 

Hazard, Information, Measure, Abandonment, Restoration & Recovery, Life & human, Housing & living, Construction & public work, 

Discussion, Politics, Administration, Education) and 42 codes (subcategories). Using the coding lists, in the research 1, code analysis 

area was applied to research 1 to investigate RQ1. The number of articles on Kuroshio, which includes each code, was counted under 

two different periods: before (April 1, 2002–March 31, 2012) and after the New Estimation announcement (April 1, 2012–). In the 

research 2, correspondence analysis using the coding list were conducted to address RQ2. It was done using 13 categories with four 

areas in the coding list, from articles that only included the recovery phase (March 12, 2012–) in the affected areas and the period after 

the New Estimation in the estimation areas. 

 
Table 2. Dataset for analyses 

Analytical software KH Coder 3 (3.Beta.01) 

Newspaper Yomiuri Shimbun, Asahi Shimbun, Mainichi Shimbun 

Used Databases Yomidas Rekishikan (Yomiuri Shimbun), Kikuzo II Visual (Asahi Shimbun), Maisaku (Mainichi Simbun) 

Target text All pages and text 

Extracted words in 

preprocess 

“disaster preparedness/prevention [Bosai]” and each town name, i.e., “Noda village [Noda-mura],” “Otsuchi town 

[Otsuchi cho],” “Muroto City [Muroto-shi],” or “Kuroshio town,” either in the article title (headline) or text* 

Period April 1, 2002–August 31, 2020 (Kuroshio and Muroto), March 12, 2001–August 31, 2020 (Otsuchi and Noda) 

Extracted article 725 (Kuroshio), 466 (Muroto), 1,912 (Otsuchi), 392 (Noda) 

Included words Tohoku earthquake, Nankai Trough, preparedness conscientious, evacuation tower, temporary house], victim, 

survivor, evacuation shelter, higher relocation, collective relocation, voluntary disaster prevention organization, 

and the municipality names in Iwate and Kochi Prefectures 

Excluded words N.A. 

Morpheme count 3,143,521 (1,214,896 for analysis) 

Morpheme type 48,231 (38,499 for analysis) 

* Articles on Kuroshio included those on Ogata and Saga, which merged with Kuroshio in 2006. 

 
3. Results 

3.1 Research 1: What topics are more likely to emerge after the New Estimation? 
Research 1 concerned the qualitative change in articles on Kuroshio after the New Estimation. It shows the code analysis results 

before and after the New Estimation. Compared with the code ratio before the New Estimation, the ratio of disaster (2. damage: 2 = 

14.891, p <.001), hazard (3. hazard: 2 = 6.123, p <.05; 4. scale: 2 = 15.379, p <.001), information (6. prediction: 2 = 15.636, p 

<.001; 7. communication: 2 = 12.711, p <.001; 8. information: 2 = 4.203, p <.05; 9. lesson learned: 2 = 10.197, p <.01), measure 

(11. training: 2 = 13.706, p <.001; 12. evacuation and shelter: 2 = 14.709, p <.001), and abandonment categories (13. despair: 2 

= 12.143, p <.001) significantly increased overall. Information on earthquake and tsunami hazards and preparedness, especially those 

focusing on evacuation programs in response to the New Estimation, increased despite the lack of significant differences in disaster 

(2 = 1.314, n.s.), earthquake information (2 = 2.369, n.s.), and measure and plan (2 = 0.416, n.s.). 

The codes that showed a decline were found in restoration (2 = 3.981, p <.05), mourning (2 = 4.180, p <.05), rebuilding (2 

= 36.320, p <.001), and election (2 = 39.732, p <.001), but no consistency was detected in terms of code level. Instead, contradictive 

results in life and human categories were found; codes for death (2 = 9.507, p <.01) and life (2 = 6.452, p <.05) increased, while 

codes for mourning decreased. 

For RQ1, in the articles on Kuroshio after the New Estimation, mainly on the causes of and information on disasters, increased; 

meanwhile, issues such as restoration, mourning (not death or life), and rebuilding only become controversial with the occurrence of 

disasters. Articles related to “disaster preparedness” in Kuroshio after the New Estimation revealed that some specific topic s (e.g., 

disaster, hazard, information, and measure) were frequently mentioned while others (e.g., restoration, mourning, and rebuild) were 

avoided. 

3.2 Research 2: What topics were increasingly and decreasingly discussed after the New Estimation compared to affected areas 

after the actual tsunami? 
Research 2 mainly investigated the qualitative differences of frequent issues among four areas to characterize the Noah’s Ark effect 



 

 

in Kuroshio. 

Figure 1 shows the correspondence analysis results involving the coding list categories for the four areas. The row with the blue 

bubble plot represents the article categories, and the column with the red squares indicates the four areas. The size of the bubble plot 

explains the frequency of the row, with disaster (2,307) and administration (2,259) being the most frequent categories and abandonment 

(145) and mourning (266) being the least frequent ones. The results showed that the first component accounts for 86.01% of the inertia, 

and the second component constitutes 10.36% of the inertia. These two components make up 96.37% of the cumulative inertia, which 

is regarded as sufficient for analysis. Component 1 in the vertical axis best explains mourning (4.84), abandonment (−3.44), and 

restoration and recovery (1.24), while component 2 in the horizontal axis best explains abandonment (5.33), politics (1.84), and life and 

human (1.69). Component 1 clearly contrasts 

the disaster-related issue of preparedness 

abandonment. Component 2 has a more 

complex classification, but it would be 

understood with the requirement of individual 

or collective change considering individual 

responses as abandonment and politics and 

collective responses as construction and 

public work and measure (top–down). 

In the plot, the columns of the four areas 

are located in four different directions from 

the origin: Noda on the lower left, Muroto on 

the lower left, Otsuchi on the upper right, and 

Kuroshio on the lower right. The differences 

between the estimation and affected areas 

were consistent with what component 1 

indicates: Otsuchi and Noda are close to 

mourning and restoration and recovery while 

Muroto and Kuroshio are close to 

abandonment in component 1. Kuroshio is 

closely located on measure (bottom–up), 

hazard, and abandonments with the same 

location; meanwhile, Muroto is on measure 

(top–down), discussion, and administration; 

Otsuchi is on life and human, politics, and 

mourning; and Noda is on housing and living. 

In addition, some categories were 

characterized in two areas: education is in 

between Kuroshio and Otsuchi, information is 

in between Kuroshio and Muroto, 

construction and public work is in between 

Muroto and Noda, and restoration and 

recovery is in between Otsuchi and Noda. 

Disaster is a neutral category that is close to 

Otsuchi but closest to the origin. 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

4.1 The effect of the New Estimation on disaster preparedness discourse 
The two studies investigated the social meaning of the Noah’s Ark effect using articles on disaster preparedness after the 

announcement of the New Estimation by the Cabinet Office on March 31, 2012. This study confirmed the qualitative transformations of 

articles on Kuroshio after the announcement of New Estimation. 

First, in research 1 for RQ1, the articles on Kuroshio after the New Estimation were characterized by not only a quantitative increase 

but also a qualitative change, which can be explained by preparedness from the perspective of disasters as events and not as processes 

(Perry, 2013). The articles after the New Estimation are likely to focus on preventing the disaster itself, as shown by the increase in 

articles on information and measure codes. However, at the same time, they are not likely to focus on preparing for a disaster’s effect 

only after it strikes; in other words, they do not seem to discuss the recovery process rather than the prevention and response phases. In 

addition, the qualitative change is also understood by its lower magnitude as a “shift,” especially comparing Kuroshio and the affected 

areas. The quality of change in the affected areas was achieved via three separate steps, while Kuroshio experienced the same through 

two slightly different steps. If the transformation of articles on Otsuchi and Noda is called a “turn,” for Kuroshio this could be explained 

by a “shift.” 

Second, in research 2 for RQ2, from a synchronic perspective, the qualitative changes are explained by the residents’ voluntary 

process. The two components in Figure 1 can be interpreted as observations of whether a disaster occurred (still expected) and the 

requirement of whether a disaster is large enough to require individual effort or small enough to require only a collective response. 

Comparing the differences in the horizontal axis, articles on Kuroshio positively show more voluntary individual effort or change, such 

as bottom–up evacuation training and running shelters or education programs, while the opposite shows more dependent behaviors 

characterized by administration, construction, public service, and top–down measures. The results also indicates that the qualitative 

change is also characterized by simplifying processes (event prevention–based measure), which similarly adopt a single action bias 

(Weber, 2006) in that once an individual takes one action, they do not follow through. Focusing on frequent words in each area, the 

articles on Kuroshio are more likely to be stereotyped in terms of the categories. The articles on Kuroshio in the lower right area mean 

that housing and living, mourning, restoration and recovery, and construction and public work are not likely to be discussed compared 

with those on other areas even though they will be important after a disaster occurs. 

4.2 Noah’s Ark effect 
Considering the results, Figure 2 shows a conceptualized summary of the results and discussion with the Noah’s Ark effect, 

especially referring to the arrangement in Figure 1. The red-dotted square indicates areas that may experience the Noah’s Ark effect, 

which is newly proposed in the research, and the blue-dotted square indicates areas that are more likely to be influenced by the cry-wolf 

effect. 

Figure 1. Correspondence analysis plot of the coding list categories against the four areas 

(For the visualization of the figure, the values on both the x and y axes from ˗2 to 2 are 

enlarged by two using the articles in the recovery phase (March 12, 2012–) in the affected 

areas and the phase after the New Estimation (April 1, 2012–) in the estimation areas. 

The “mourning” subcategory is separately and independently included in the original 

category. “Measure (top–down)” includes the subcategories of “measure and plan” and 

“measure (bottom–up)” as well as “training” and “evacuation and shelter.”) 



 

 

Compared with previous studies on the cry-wolf 

effect, the areas under the Noah’s Ark effect are much 

more active, not passive, toward disaster preparedness. 

The effect of estimation is ambivalent but not to the 

same extent as in the cry-wolf effect. It seems that 

residents generally believe estimations but are 

overwhelmed to the point that they start to take action 

by themselves and sometimes face despair and 

eventually give up on disaster preparedness. The 

Noah’s Ark effect brings negative effects to the 

community, and the present study indicates that it is 

also important to consider risk communication that 

emphasizes the scale of impact. For instance, a 

Kuroshio resident actually moved in front of the 

tsunami evacuation tower from the tsunami high-risk 

areas. In this sense, the Noah’s Ark effect has a 

tendency to resonate with neoliberalism, in other 

words, to support tacitly inversed ideology of the 

disaster capitalism as Klein (2002) discussed. It is quite 

difficult to judge whether her judgment was right or 

wrong, but it can be said that massive estimations may 

send the message that it may not be worth living in 

tsunami estimation areas, which are closely tied with 

residents’ way of life. 

 
5. CONCLUSION 

This research examined how the Noah’s Ark effect changed the disaster preparedness discourse in Kuroshio, which will be struck 

by Japan’s largest tsunami as expected by the New Estimation, using Japanese newspaper articles before and after the events and a 

comparison with affected areas of the 2011 Tohoku earthquake. The two studies demonstrated that the Noah’s Ark effect has three 

features: (1)  events, not process: focusing on preventing a disaster or a hazard itself (disaster as an event) rather than preparing for issues 

brought about by a disaster (disaster as a process) both diachronically and synchronically; (2) shift, not turn: understanding changes as 

“shifts” rather than “turns”; (3) voluntary, not dependent: being typically characterized by abandonment, hazards, and measures requiring 

individual efforts and change; and (4) stereotyped, not complex: promoting stereotypes and simplifying less relevant issues. The study 

proposed the Noah’s Ark effect, in which massive disaster estimations urge people to fundamentally accelerate and/or regulate specific 

disaster prevention programs. 
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Research design

Research object

how disaster preparedness issues were changed by the 
massive tsunami estimation (New Estimation)

Three research questions

RQ2: What topics are more likely to emerge after the New 
Estimation?
RQ3: What topics did increase/decrease and become 
controversial after the New Estimation compared to affected 
areas after the actual tsunami?

Adopted text mining to analyze Japanese national newspaper articles 

and affected areas.

Research object

Dataset for analyses
Analytical software KH Coder 3 (3.Beta.01)
Newspaper Yomiuri Shimbun, Asahi Shimbun, Mainichi Shimbun
Used Databases Yomidas Rekishikan (Yomiuri Shimbun), Kikuzo II Visual (Asahi Shimbun), Maisaku (Mainichi Simbun)
Target page and text All pages and text
Extracted words in
preprocess

preparedness/prevention and each town name, i.e., village [Noda-mura
Otsuchi town [Otsuchi cho Muroto City [Muroto-shi or either in the article title

(headline) or text*
Research 1 and 2
Period April 1, 2002 August 31, 2020 (Kuroshio and Muroto), 

March 12, 2001 August 31, 2020 (Otsuchi and Noda)
Extracted article 725 (Kuroshio), 466 (Muroto), 1,912 (Otsuchi), 392 (Noda)
Included forced words Tohoku earthquake [ ], Nankai Trough [ ], preparedness conscientious [

], evacuation tower [ ], temporary house [ ], victim [ ], survivor [ ],
evacuation shelter [ ], higher relocation [ ], collective relocation [ ], voluntary
disaster prevention organization [ ], and the municipality names in Iwate and Kochi
Prefectures

Excluded forced words N.A.
Morpheme count 3,143,521 (1,214,896 for analysis)
Morpheme type count 48,231 (38,499 for analysis)
Research 3
Period April 1, 2012 August 31, 2020 (Kuroshio and Muroto),

March 12, 2012 August 31, 2020 (Otsuchi and Noda)
Extracted article 616 (Kuroshio), 246 (Muroto), 1,367 (Otsuchi), 231 (Noda)
Included forced words Same as research 1
Excluded forced words disaster preparedness/prevention [ ], Kuroshio [ ], Muroto [ ], Otsuchi [ ], Noda [

]
Morpheme count** 2,023,249 (823,626 for analysis)
Morpheme type count 36,254 (30,166 for analysis)
* Articles on Kuroshio included those on Ogata and Saga, which merged with Kuroshio in 2006.

Method: text mining

in Kuroshio after the New Estimation (NE)

RQ1 the NE generated discussion?

Before NE: 9.64 /year After NE: 69.0 year
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Larger increase in 2012 than 
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RQ2 the NE generated what discussion?



Areas for analysis
Expected areas

(Nankai trough tsunami in Kochi pref.

Affected areas
(2011 Tohoku tsunami in Iwate pref.)

Kuroshio

Muroto

Otsuchi

Noda

RQ3 Difference from tsunami affected areas

Affected areas

Expected area

Focused on disaster prevention and disaster as events,
NOT disaster reduction and disaster as process 

RQ3 Difference from tsunami affected areas

Effect of the New Estimation (NE) 
in Kuroshio town

1) Despair: ignorance and despair of tsunami

Max tsunami height: 34.4 m (113 feet), min lead time: 8 mins
Some of Kuroshio residents ignored evacuation measures in 
response to the New Estimation (Sun et al., 2014)

2) Acceleration: moving forward to disaster prevention
Build 6 tsunami evacuation towers, Moving town offices, etc.
More than 1,200 preparedness activities has been conducted 
with 60,000 participants in Kuroshio since the announcement 
of the NE (Onishi, 2018).

The New Estimation brought ambivalent effects into Kuroshio

RQ3 Difference from tsunami affected areas

Conclusion
How disaster preparedness issues changed before and after 

the massive tsunami estimation?

3 aspects of the changes 
(1) increasing, not decreasing or steady
(2) stereotyped, not complex
(3) events, not process

Massive disaster scenarios radicalize preparedness 
behaviors

preparedness behaviors
Contributions to the risk communication, under low 
frequent but fatal hazards

Discussion & Conclusion


